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The combination of subtraction stereo with shadow
detection we propose improves people tracking in
stereoscopic environments. Subtraction stereo is a
stereo matching method which is fast and robust for
the correspondence problem – one of the most seri-
ous issues in computer vision – restricting the search
range of matching to foreground regions. Shadow de-
tection gives adequate foreground regions of tracked
people by removing cast shadows. This leads to ac-
curate three-dimensional measurement of positions in
stereoscopic environment tracking. By focusing on dis-
parity images obtained by subtraction stereo, we can
detect people easily based on standard labeling. Ob-
jects can also be measured directly in size by subtrac-
tion stereo without geometric information about envi-
ronments for tracking. This is important for installing
the tracking system easily. To track multiple passing
people, we use the extended Kalman filter to address
the occlusion problem usually encountered in crowded
environments. The proposed method is verified by ex-
periments using unknown stereoscopic environments.

Keywords: subtraction stereo, human tracking, stereo-
scopic environment, shadow detection

1. Introduction

Tracking people in stereoscopic environments by mea-
suring their three-dimensional (3D) positions is one of the
challenges of autonomous systems. This has a variety of
promising applications, such as surveillance systems, mu-
seum and store marketing, user guidance, and city plan-
ning. Key requirements for actual use are real-timeliness,
portability, and easy tracking systems installation.

Many studies have focused on people tracking using
three sensors: (i) a single camera (Collins et al. [1],
Kagami et al. [2], Haga et al. [3], Cui et al. [4], Benezeth
et al. [5]), (ii) a laser range finder (Cui et al. [4], Mozos
et al. [6], Panangadan et al. [7]), and (iii) a stereo camera
(Bahadori et al. [8], Ess et al. [9]). These studies usually
treat flat environments such as the ground.

In measuring 3D tracking people information in stereo-

scopic environments, these sensors feature certain as-
pects. The stereo camera can obtain depth information
based on calibrated intrinsic parameters [10] and directly
measure size information for an object. This is useful for
distinguishing whether the target is, for example, a hu-
man, a car, or a small animal. This sensor is appropriate
for easy installation since it can obtain depth information
without requiring information about measuring environ-
ment structure, for example, the ground or stereoscopic
site, and the position and angle of the installed camera.
The single camera needs, however, certain assumptions
to measure distance. These assumptions include size in-
formation on a measuring object, environment structure,
and camera position. This camera is thus not suitable
for scalable use and easy installation. This point about
scaling sometimes makes it difficult to distinguish a bird
near the camera from a person, which is avoidable based
on size information by using a stereo camera. A laser
range finder, however, can measure distances directly and
highly accurately, although it cannot obtain a range image
in a moment due to sweeping the measuring environment.
This is the main reason why laser range finders are usu-
ally used to track people on a flat plane instead of in a
stereoscopic environment.

Terabayashi et al. [11] focused on stereoscopic envi-
ronments as places for people tracking in 3D space be-
cause buildings often include parts of the environments,
for example, stairs, atriums, and slopes. In this paper,
subtraction stereo, proposed by Umeda et al. [12], is em-
ployed to make the tracking system real-time and easy to
install. Subtraction stereo is faster and more robust than
standard stereo when it comes to correspondence prob-
lems [10], since it restricts stereo matching to foreground
regions alone.

The issue remaining in this paper is the adverse effect
of shadows cast by tracked people in the 3D measurement
of their locations. Cast shadows are often detected as fore-
ground regions, especially in environments with strong il-
lumination, which adversely affects 3D measurement us-
ing subtraction stereo.

The purpose of our study is to improve the people track-
ing in stereoscopic environments by reducing the cast
shadow effect. For accurate 3D measurement, this pa-
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Fig. 1. Subtraction stereo flow.

per proposes combining subtraction stereo with shadow
detection to remove cast shadows.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 proposes
the subtraction stereo with shadow detection. Section 3
explains detection and 3D measurement used in people
tracking. Section 4 focuses on people tracking with sub-
traction stereo. Section 5 details experimental results for
people tracking in stereoscopic environments. Section 6
presents conclusions.

2. Subtraction Stereo with Shadow Detection

Subtraction stereo focuses on foreground information
to increase the robustness of stereo matching and to make
the matching process fast [12]. This method is appropri-
ate for real-time people tracking in 3D environments. This
section proposes a combination of subtraction stereo and
shadow detection to improve the accuracy of 3D measure-
ment in people tracking.

2.1. Subtraction Stereo Basics
Figure 1 shows the basic subtraction stereo algorithm.

In standard stereo vision, two images captured by left and
right cameras are matched and disparities are obtained for
each pixel. Subtraction stereo adds the step of extract-
ing foreground regions from input images, then applies
stereo matching to extracted foreground regions. One of
the simplest ways to extract foreground regions is back-
ground subtraction.

Subtraction stereo is robust against the correspondence
problem in stereo matching because search range of stereo
matching is restricted to foreground regions. For the same
reason, subtraction stereo can calculate disparity images
more quickly than standard stereo.

Figure 2 shows a comparative example of disparity im-
ages for subtraction stereo and standard stereo. Fig. 2 (a)

is a color image of input scene for the comparison. Fig. 2
(b) is an image subtracted from an image without people
in it. Figs. 2 (c) and (d) are disparity images obtained by
subtraction and standard stereo, in which pixel colors of
represent disparities – e.g., green indicates a large dispar-
ity, i.e., a short distance. In contrast to the disparity image
obtained by standard stereo matching (Fig. 2 (d)), dispar-
ities by subtraction stereo are only for foreground objects
(Fig. 2 (c)).

2.2. Cast Shadow Removal
The cast shadow induced by tracked people in envi-

ronments with strong illuminations adversely affects fore-
ground regions for subtraction stereo. This reduces the
accuracy of 3D position measurement in people tracking.

To improve people tracking, this paper proposes com-
bining subtraction stereo and shadow detection to remove
the cast shadow from foreground regions. Foreground re-
gions refined by shadow detection are used for measur-
ing the 3D positions of tracked people through subtraction
stereo.

In shadow detection, color constancy criteria proposed
by Moro et al. [14] are used to judge whether a pixel in
an image is in shadow or not. When Ix,y,t is the intensity
value of an input image at a point with image coordinates
(x,y) at current time t and I′x,y is the intensity value of
a background image at the same point, the point can be
determined for being in shadow by thresholding θx,y,t de-
fined as

θx,y,t =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

αΨx,y +β Λx,y

+(1−α −β )θx,y,t−1 if
Ix,y,t

γ
< I′x,y;

∞ otherwise.

(1)

Small θx,y,t corresponds to cast-shadow detection. In
Eq. (1), Ψx,y shows color constancy among nearby pixels,
and Λx,y shows color constancy within pixels located on
image coordinates (x,y). α , β , and γ are positive constant
values determined empirically.

Figure 3 shows the importance of shadow detection
for segmenting people regions as foreground. Figs. 3 (a)
and (b) are input scenes captured in indoor and outdoor
environments. Figs. 3 (c) and (d) are shadow detection
results overlapping input scenes with green pixels. In
these figures, blue regions represent foreground refined
through shadow detection, used for measuring 3D infor-
mation by subtraction stereo. If shadow detection is not
combined with subtraction stereo, the people’s positions
are adversely affected by the 3D positions of cast shadow
shown in green in Figs. 3 (c) and (d).

3. Human Detection and 3D Measurement

This section describes 3D measurement of people’s po-
sitions for tracking in stereoscopic environments using
subtraction stereo. In this paper, the calibrated parallel
stereo camera is assumed to be fixed in place.
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(a) Input scene (b) Subtracted image

(c) Disparity image obtained by subtraction stereo (d) Disparity image obtained by standard stereo

Fig. 2. Comparison of disparity images between subtraction and standard stereo.

(a) Input scene (indoor) (b) Input scene (outdoor)

(c) Shadow detection (indoor) (d) Shadow detection (outdoor)

Fig. 3. Importance of shadow detection for segmenting people regions in color images.
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Fig. 4. Definition of image coordinates.

3.1. Detection by Labeling

Disparity images measured by subtraction stereo are
originally restricted to foreground regions refined by
shadow detection. This means that pedestrian group re-
gions can be detected by standard labeling. To remove
noise or to limit the size of objects, thresholding is ap-
plied to measured 3D size.

3.2. 3D Position Measurement

When the disparity of a point is given, the correspond-
ing distance along the optical axis and the 3D position of
the point are calculated. Hereafter, “distance” is used to
mean the distance along the optical axis. Let disparity be
d and distance be z. Distance z is calculated by

z =
b f
d p

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (2)

where b is baseline length, f is the lens focal length, and
p is the width of each image pixel. Distance is inversely
proportional to disparity. Measurement error of distance z
is proportional to the square of distance z.

The 3D position of a measured point is obtained from
distance z and image coordinates (u,v) of a point in the
image, as shown in Fig. 4. For the position of people, z
is used as the average distance of a labeled region, and
(u,v) is used as a point at the center of gravity (COG) of
the region. Assuming no skew and that the aspect ratio of
each pixel is 1, 3D position x is given as

x = z
[ p

f
(u−u0)

p
f
(v− v0) 1

]T

. . . (3)

where (u0,v0) are the image coordinates of the image cen-
ter.

4. People Tracking Using Measured 3D Posi-
tions

People tracking requires knowing the association of
measured positions for each person frame by frame
against measurement error and measurement blocked by
occlusion. This paper uses the extended Kalman filter
(EKF) to estimate the accurate position of each person.

State variable x of the EKF is defined as

x =
[

x ẋ y ẏ z ż
]T . . . . . . . (4)

where (x,y,z) and (ẋ, ẏ, ż) represent person position and
velocity. Predicting x at the next time is calculated using
current state xt as

xt+1 = Φ xt +ω . . . . . . . . . . . . (5)

where Φ is state transition matrix and ω is process noise.
Based on the assumption that the velocity of a person is
constant, the state transition matrix Φ is defined as

Φ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

. . . . . . . (6)

The assumption is adequate when the stereo camera frame
rate is sufficiently high compared to walking speed. Mea-
surement variable z of the EKF is given by

z =
[

u v d
]T . . . . . . . . . . . (7)

where u and v are the image coordinates of a person in an
image and d is disparity. The relationship between state
variable x and measurement variable z is as follows:

zt = f (xt)+v . . . . . . . . . . . . . (8)

f (xt) =
[

xt f
zt p

+u0
yt f
zt p

+ v0
b f
zt p

]T

. . (9)

where f and b are the camera focal length and baseline
length, and v is measurement noise. As stated, the EKF
estimates the position of each person in each frame using
the following Jacobian matrix J:

J =
∂ f (xt)

∂ xt

=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

f
zt p

0 0 0 − xt f
z2
t p

0

0 0
f

zt p
0 − yt f

z2
t p

0

− xt f
z2
t p

0 − yt f
z2
t p

0 − b f
z2
t p

0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(10)

Each measured point is associated with a particular person
when the distance between the estimated position and the
measurement point is less than a threshold value. When
there is no unique association with a person, the EKF sim-
ply predicts the person’s position based on the Eq. (5).

5. Experiments

Tracking people in a stereoscopic environment is done
using subtraction stereo with shadow detection with-
out giving information about the measuring environment
structure and stereo camera configuration. Use in un-
known stereoscopic environments is important for easy
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Fig. 5. Experimental scene in a stereoscopic atrium envi-
ronment.

installation of the tracking system. Subtraction stereo is
used with shadow detection.

5.1. Implementation of Subtraction Stereo with
Shadow Detection

The subtraction stereo algorithm is implemented with
a commercially available stereo camera (Point Grey Re-
search Bumblebee2, color, b = 120 mm, f = 3.8 mm,
b = 14.8 μm) [13]. The image size is set to 320×240 pix-
els.

The shadow detection described in Section 2.2 is also
implemented to improve the 3D measurement of people’s
positions in stereoscopic environments with strong illu-
mination. To obtain a disparity image using subtraction
stereo, stereo matching function in the Bumblebee2 li-
brary is applied to refined subtraction images from left
and right cameras.

The computational speed for calculating disparity im-
ages by subtraction stereo is 30 fps, obtained using an
Intel Core 2 Quad CPU (2.83 GHz) with 4 GB RAM.
The accuracy of distance measured is discussed elsewhere
(Umeda et al. [12]).

5.2. People Tracking in a Unknown Stereoscopic
Atrium Environment

People passing on two floors in a unknown stereoscopic
atrium environment were observed by a fixed stereo cam-
era for tracking, e.g., as shown in Fig. 5. Note in the figure
that the camera sees the two floors at the same time. In ex-
periments, no layout information is given to measure 3D
people positions.

Screenshots of tracking results are shown in Fig. 6. In
this figure, colored rectangles are bounding boxes of peo-
ple detected for tracking, and surrounding ID numbers
are automatically assigned frame by frame based on EKF
trackers. Note that people on different floors are tracked
with each person is identical even after occlusion.

Figure 7 shows the corresponding measured 3D posi-
tions of people in the stereoscopic environment. Figs. 7
(a) and (b) are the overhead and front views. In these

figures, colored markers indicate the locations of each
tracked person. Results show that 3D positions of tracked
people were measured correctly according to corridor
structures in the atrium such as the corner and the two
floors.

Without giving layout information, 3D positions of
people tracked in an unknown stereoscopic environment
were obtained by subtraction stereo with shadow detec-
tion. This is essential for ensuring that the tracking sys-
tem is easy to install in stereoscopic environments. This is
one advantage of using a stereo camera instead of single
cameras and laser range finders.

The issue remaining for the tracking system is occlu-
sion adversely affecting 3D measurements. An example
is seen in the part of a person with ID 15 in Fig. 6 (c).
In this figure, the colored rectangle detected as the per-
son is smaller than the actual size in the image. People
detection with lacking parts makes 3D measurement in-
adequate, for example, the Z coordinate variation shown
in Fig. 7 (b). To resolve this issue, the following two pos-
sibilities can be considered: (i) changing state variables of
EKF trackers from the COG to the four corners of human
regions; (ii) combining subtraction-based detection with
appearance-based human detection (Zhe and Davis [15],
Arie et al. [16]).

6. Conclusions

The major contribution of this paper is its 3D tracking
in unknown stereoscopic environments using subtraction
stereo with shadow detection. Shadow detection is ap-
plied to improve 3D measurement of people’s positions
by removing cast shadows from foreground regions for
subtraction stereo. Experimental results show that people
passing in an unknown 3D environment could be tracked
and measured correctly without requiring environment
layout information and camera configuration. This point
is vital for easy system installation in various environ-
ments including stereoscopic structures.
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Fig. 6. Experimental results of people tracking in a stereoscopic atrium environment.
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Fig. 7. Experimental results of people tracking in a stereoscopic atrium environment.
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